Synergy PowerSearch™
Natural Language Search and Retrieval

Synergy PowerSearch empowers users to search report data,
scanned images, electronic documents, and check images using
free form, natural language. This contemporary module of the
Synergy Enterprise Content Management (ECM) solution provides
the ability to quickly and easily locate content stored in the various
modules of Synergy or in local or network directories – a feature
that is unmatched by competitive solutions.

Synergy PowerSearch

Find Exactly What You are Looking For

BUSINESS VALUE
■■

Save Money

■■

Improve
Operations

COMPATIBILITY
■■

SilverLake System®

■■

CIF 20/20®

■■

IT WORKS LIKE THIS ...
This sophisticated solution performs exact content searches or natural language searches that locate
document content containing the desired words, keywords, phrases, sentences, paragraphs, or variations
without using Boolean operators, index values, or complex queries.
COMPREHENSIVE SEARCH CAPABILITIES …
Synergy PowerSearch is not limited to searching Synergy alone. This solution searches documents and files
located in accessible local or network directories outside of the Synergy system as well.

SAVE TIME AND GENERATE FEWER ERRORS …
Synergy PowerSearch improves operating efficiencies and productivity by eliminating the time-consuming
Core Director
input of keyword (index) information, and enhances customer service and responsiveness by materially
reducing the time required to conduct ongoing research. This solution compensates for inevitable human
error such as misspellings and typos, and can easily discern poor quality type on reports or other document
images. This intuitive solution shows exact matches as well as similar matches, and provides a confidence level for each
search item found. Additionally, Synergy PowerSearch reduces business risks by quickly and accurately finding compliancerelated items.
®

WHAT IT DOES:

WHAT IT DOES FOR YOU:

■■

Provides fast and accurate search capabilities of
all stored report data, scanned images, electronic
documents, and check images.

■■

Enhances customer service and responsiveness by
materially reducing the time required to conduct
ongoing research.

■■

Performs exact searches or content-based searches that
locate documents containing variations of the words
used in natural language searches.

■■

Improves productivity by eliminating the time
consuming input of keyword (index) information.

■■

Enhances operating efficiencies by enabling better
customer service.

■■

Searches documents and files located in accessible local
or network directories outside of the Synergy system.

■■

■■

Locates target documents and the desired content
within those documents.

Reduces operating costs by generating material
operational efficiencies.

■■

■■

Compensates for human errors such as
misspellings and typos.

Reduces business risks by quickly and accurately
finding items needed to show compliance.

■■

Shows exact matches as well as similar matches.

■■

Provides a confidence level for each search item found.

Synergy PowerSearch is another innovative enterprise content management solution that generates material operating
efficiencies, expedites research, enhances customer service and convenience, streamlines information access and
distribution, and reduces operating costs.

For more information about Jack Henry Banking®, or to schedule a demonstration
or talk to an existing user, email askus@jackhenry.com, call 417-235-6652, or visit
www.jackhenrybanking.com.
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